
It stills feel likes winter outside...but we're looking ahead to a full year of
PDPA events, learning, and networking!

On the agenda this year: new virtual CME offerings, regional socials, the 5th Annual Keystone
Derm CME Conference, and more!

PDPA's members make the organization what it is! So PDPA is making 2024 all about the
membership with special thank you gifts and promotions throughout the year!

Keystone Derm CME 2024 - Our Best Conference Yet!

PDPA is excited to introduce the new venue for Keystone
Derm CME 2024 - the Loews Philadelphia!

A sparkling example of art deco design, the Loews shows its
elegance in every detail. The Loews Philadelphia offers the
convenience and amenities of a full-service hotel- outstanding
restaurant, lively bar, state-of-the-art-fitness facility and in-
house spa.

Keystone Derm 2024 will celebrate the venue - kicking off the
conference with a sunset rooftop reception! Registration opens
May 1.

Coming Soon to Your Inbox:
the 2024 PDPA Salary Survey
Did you know?

Other state and national PA and Derm PA associations have
used PDPA's Salary Survey - with our permisson - to
measure salary and other inputs from their own members.
PDPA is happy to share - this creates a broader base of
information for Derm PAs and PAs across the country.

The more we know, the more we can advocate, and the stronger the profession!

Meet the New PDPA Board Directors at Large!
PDPA recently welcomed two new members to its Board of Directors, and we're thrilled about
the ideas, energy and experience they bring! Let's meet them:

Jamie Restivo, PA-C and Diplomate Fellow, SDPADiplomate Fellow, SDPA:  "I am a board
certified dermatology PA with nearly 6 years of clinical experience in
dermatology. I am passionate about delivering exceptional patient care,
staying apprised of medical advancements in our field, and advancing
our profession. It is with great pleasure that I assume this role within
such a great organization. I look forward to meeting all of my local
dermatology PA colleagues and to another year of learning
opportunities.

Anna Calderone, MMS, PA-C:
"I joined the PDPA Board to get more involved in the dermatology
community and I look forward to working with leaders who value giving



back to the profession. The other board members are excellent role
models and sources of knowledge!

Be Part of Something Bigger. Be a PDPA Member.
Are you a PDPA member? Not yet? Join- and be a part of something bigger!

Joining is free- thanks to our generous supporters, PDPA members pay no annual dues.

Membership has great benefits - conference and hotel discounts, exclusive early access to the
PDPA Salary Survey, free online CME, gifts and promotions, and members-only social events.

Join this vibrant community of your fellow Derm PAs:http://www.padermpa.org/join-now.html

Looking Ahead...
March 1 2024: 2024 Salary Survey
March 2024: Membership Month! Gifts with renewals and new memberships!
April 2024: Virtual CME - date and topic tba
May 1 2024: Keystone Derm registration opens
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